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Negative electron-electron drag between narrow quantum Hall channels
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Momentum transfer due to Coulomb interaction between two parallel, two-dimensional,narrow, and spa-
tially separated layers, when a currentI drive is driven through one layer, is studied in the presence of a
perpendicular magnetic fieldB. The current induced in the drag layerI drag is evaluated self-consistently with
I drive as a parameter.I drag can be positive or negative depending on the value of the filling factorn of the
highest occupied bulk Landau level~LL !. For a fully occupied LL,I drag is negative, ~i.e., it flows opposite to
I drive), whereas it is positive for a half-filled LL. When the circuit is opened in the drag layer, a voltageDVdrag

develops in it; it is negative for a half-filled LL and positive for a fully occupied LL. ThispositiveDVdrag,
expressing anegativeCoulomb drag, results from energetically favorednear-edge inter-LL transitionsthat
occur when the highest occupied bulk LL and the LL just above it become degenerate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently the transresistanceRT between two parallel two-
dimensional~2D! systems1–4 has been studied extensive
due to advances in measuring5 techniques. In most previou
studies1–5 only wide systems were considered, in which ed
effects can be ignored. However, edge effects become pr
nent in narrow systems especially when a magnetic fieldB is
present and the highest bulk LL is completely occupied. T
electronic edge states are very different from the bulk sta
For instance, if a weak random impurity potential is prese
the bulk states are disordered7 and occur in a series of energ
bands of finite widthGn(k), centered about the LL’s with no
states in the region between them. On the other hand,
edge states are degenerate with respect to the LL’s. This
lead to profound differences in transport properties betw
the case when the highest bulk LL is completely occup
and that when it is not.

In this paper we study the influence of edge states on
drag by solving self-consistently the Coulomb-coupled
Schrödinger equations for twonarrow Hall bars. This goes
substantially beyond the simple, not self-consistent tre
ments of Ref. 6 that used a parabolic confining potent
Here the potential is evaluated self-consistently from an
tial square-well potential. We find that a currentI i is always
induced in the direction ofI drive and the Coulomb interaction
lifts the degeneracy of all occupied edge LL’s, but not that
unoccupied and neighboring-occupied edge LL’s. The C
lomb drag obtained istwo-to-three orders of magnitud
larger than that in zero field due to the increase in the av
able density of states when an external magnetic field
present. As the filling factorn of the highest LL approache
1, near-edge inter-LL transitionsoccur between this LL and
that just above it. These transitions makeI drag or DVdrag
change sign when the circuit in the drag layer is closed
open, respectively. Thus, this negative drag is neither du
a thermal gradient8 nor to an electron-hole coupling.
570163-1829/98/57~11!/6561~5!/$15.00
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In the next section we present the formalism. In Sec.
we present and discuss the numerical results. We conc
with remarks in Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM

A. Coupled Schrödinger equations

Consider two quantum Hall bars parallel to the (x,y)
plane, separated by a distanced along thez axis, of thickness
zero, widthLx5w, and lengthLy[L@l c . The electrons are
confined alongx by infinitely high potential barriers. In a
field B52Bẑ, the electron wave function in the drive laye
a, when the circuit in they direction is closed, has the form
cnk

a (x)eiky/AL andca obeys

2S \2

2m*
]2

]x2 1
\2

2m* ~k2x/l c
2!22e* 2fab~x! Dcnk

a ~x!

5Enk
a cnk

a ~x!. ~1!

The corresponding wave functioncnk
b (x) in the drag layerb

obeys

2S \2

2m*
]2

]x2 1
\2

2m* ~k2x/l c
2!22e* 2fba~x! Dcnk

b ~x!

5Enk
b cnk

b ~x!. ~2!

Here n is the LL number,m* is the effective mass,l c

5A\/eB is the magnetic length,e* is equal toe/Ae, ande
is the dielectric constant. For simplicity spin is neglecte
The Coulomb potentialfab is given by

fab~x!522E dx8@dra~x8!lnux2x8u

1drb~x8!lnA~x2x8!21d2# . ~3!
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As for the charge densitiesra andrb , they are given by

ra~x!5
1

2p(
n
E

2k0

k0
dk gn

a~k!ucnk
a ~x!u2f ~Enk1dk

a !, ~4!

in the drive layer9 and by

rb~x!5
1

2p(
n
E

2k0

k0
dk gn

b~k!ucnk
b ~x!u2f ~Enk

b !, ~5!

in the drag layer. In Eqs.~3!–~5!, dra(x)5ra(x)2r0a , a
5a or b, r0a is the background charge density,f is the
Fermi function, andk05w/2l c

2 . Notice thatdk50 in Eq.
(5) since no current flows through in the drag layer. We ta
the effective background densities as equal,r0a5r0b , and
constant. The Schro¨dinger equations for the drive and dra
layers are solved self-consistently.

The weight functiongn
a(k) depends onEnk

a and expresses
the degeneracy of the LL’s. When thenth LL is completely
filled, we havegn

a(k)51. When it is partially filled, we de-
termine gn

a(k) self-consistently10 from Enk
a and the level

broadeningGn
a(k) due to scatterers from the assumptions~i!

Gn
a(k) is independent ofk, and~ii ! the total neutrality of the

Hall bar and the local neutrality at its center are maintain
The meaning of these assumptions becomes clear if we
sider two limiting cases for the average filling factor of t
highest LL n̄Þ1. First, for an infinitely wide bar withou
edges, the energy levelsEnk

a is definitely degenerate with
respect to the wave vectork and everywhere we have th
same filling factorn5 n̄. Secondly, for anarrow Hall bar
without thek degeneracy inEnk

a and gn
a(k)51, all k states

are occupied ifn̄51. But if n̄,1, not allk states are occu
pied and electrons prefer those low-lying energy states n
the center of the bar. Therefore the actual width of the H
bar, defined by the density of electrons, will shrink
roughly n̄W and in it the filling factor is still 1 even though
n̄ is less than 1. In reality, there is scattering that broad
Enk

a by, say,Gn
a(k). Within Gn

a(k), we assume that eachk
has the same electron occupancy, so the local filling fa
depends on the local density of states atk. This average
electron occupancy depends on the density of statesNn(k)
and is reflected in

gn~k!5 n̄n

Nn~0!

Nn~k!
@12Q„n̄nNn~0!2Nn~k!…#

1Q„n̄nNn~0!2Nn~k!…, ~6!

where Q(x) is the Heaviside step function andn̄n is the
filling factor of thenth LL. Consequently, the electron den
sity is nonzero within the width of the bar with local fillin
factor nÞ1. At the center of the bar, which correspon
roughly tok50, we havegn(k)5 n̄n . This ensures the neu
trality at the center, which is in contrast with the single-lay
treatment of Ref. 9, where only the total neutrality was p
served and only then51 situation could be handled. In ou
case, this local neutrality at the center ensures thatEnk
5(n11/2)\vc at k50. In Eq. (4),dkiy is the shift of the
Fermi surface9 that results from the application of a curre
I driveiy through the drive layer in the presence of scatteri
e

.
n-

ar
ll

s

or

r
-

.

B. Currents

The drive and induced currents,I drive andI i , are given by

I drive52I 0w2(
n
E dxE

2k0

k0
dk gn

a~k!

3~k2x/l c
2!ucn,k

a ~x!u2f ~En,k1dk
a !, ~7!

and

I i52I 0w2(
n
E dxE

2k0

k0
dk gn

b~k!

3~k2x/l c
2!ucnk

b ~x!u2f ~Enk
b !, ~8!

where I 05e\/2pm* w2. I i consists not only of the curren
induced by momentum transfer but also of the classicalE3B
drift11 current in the direction ofB3^E& where ^E& is the
average of a finite electrostatic fieldE exerted on the drag
electrons by the charges that accumulate at the edges o
drive layer and produce the Hall voltage. This fieldE opens
up the circular orbit of the drag electrons by accelerat
those moving opposite to it and decelerating those movin
its direction.11 Thus it induces an average currentI es in the
direction of I drive parallel toB3^E& given by

I es52I 0w2(
n
E dxE

2k0

k0
dk gn

0~k!

3~k2x/l c
2!uxnk~x!u2f ~Enk

0 !, ~9!

and xnk(x) obeys Eq.~1! with a→b, f→f̄, r→ r̄, and
E→ Ē. f̄(x) is given by Eq.~2! with the changesra→ r̄b ,
rb→ra , and

r̄b~x!5
1

2p(
n
E

2k0

k0
dk gn

0~k!uxnk~x!u2f ~Enk
0 !. ~10!

The use of the equilibrium energyEnk
0 in the drag layer to

derivegn
0(k) and of the Fermi function in Eq. (9) eliminate

electron transitions between differentk’s. Thus the current
due to momentum transfer is

I drag5I i2I es. ~11!

For fully occupied LL’s we havegn
0(k)5gn

b(k)51 andI drag

vanishes but the classical^E&3B drift I es does not.

C. Explicit relation between the drag current and drag voltage

When the circuit in the drag layer is opened, apart fro
the voltage induced by thêE&3B drift, a drag voltage
DVdrag5LI dragDtd(z)/eW develops along the bar as show
in Fig. 1. In a short timeDt it produces an intermediat
current,

I int5
r0eDVdrag

B
5DVdrag

~nmax1n!e2

2p\
, ~12!

across the width, due to theEdrag3B drift. This results in an
electric field Eint5I intd(z)dt/eL, across the width, which
produces anotherEint3B-drift currentoppositeto I drag. The
steady state is reached when these two currents are equ
that all theE3B drifts are balanced. Thus,Eint is given by
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Eint5
e2~nmax1n!

2p\eL
DVdragDtd~z!5

2p\

e2w~nmax1n!
I drag

~13!

with nmax the highest occcupied bulk LL number. The dr
voltage is then

DVdrag52
2p\

~nmax1n!e2

L

w
I drag, ~14!

where the minus sign is inserted according to the us
Ohm’s law convention;I drag is given by Eq.~9!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider a GaAs sample at zero temperature, witd
55l c , w520l c , andB chosen such thatl c5100 Å. The
Schrödinger equations for the drive and drag layers
solved self-consistently and the average electron and cu
densities of the drag layer, withnmax51 and n50.5, are
plotted in Fig. 2. The solid and dotted curves represent e
librium and nonequilibrium quantities, respectively. Figure
shows that the current density of the main figure is not sy
metric.Enk

0 andgn
0(k) are shown in Fig. 4. The rapid chang

of gn
0(k) near the edges reflects the structure of the bou

aries between edge and disordered bulk states. As show

FIG. 1. Schematics of a quantum Hall bar, of lengthL and of
width W, in a perpendicular magnetic fieldB. The currentsI dragand
I int are explained in the text.

FIG. 2. Equilibrium ~solid curves! and nonequilibrium~dotted
curves! densities and current densities as a function ofx for nmax

51, n50.5 with j 0[evc/2pl c and r0[1/2pl c
2 . The dashed

curve is the effective potentialVeff .
al

e
nt

i-

-

d-
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Fig. 2, the current-density (j b) plot has qualitatively five
different zones, namely, the outer-edge (10l c.uxu.6l c)
and inner-edge (6l c.uxu.3.5l c) zones on both sides of
the bar, and one bulk zone (3.5l c.uxu.0). In the outer-
edge zonej b is opposite to that in the inner-edge zone and
the bulk zone it is negligible.

To understand the results of Fig. 2 we consider the sing
electron motion. We first treat the equilibrium case (I drive
50, dk50). For finiteB, j b near the edge is affected by th
sharp changes of the electron densityn(x) and of the effec-
tive confining potential. Near the left edge, the gradie
¹n(x) is so large that there are more electrons, with guidi
center atx1dx, e.g., near the maximum ofn(x) at x,
29l c , flowing into the paper (y direction! than adjacent

FIG. 3. Nonequilibrium current density as a function ofx for
nmax51, n50.5. The solid curve refers to the bottom-left scales a
the dashed curve to the top-right scales.

FIG. 4. Equilibrium LL energies and the weight function as
function of k for nmax51, n50.5. The dashed line is the chemica
potential. The dots correspond tog1

0(k) and the crosses tog1
b(k).
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electrons, with guiding center atx2dx, flowing out of the
paper; this gives rise to a localj b , at x, in the negativey
direction. This diamagnetic-drift current is thu
proportional11 to ¹n(x). In the same region the local effec
tive electric fieldEeff52¹Veff , produced by electrons in th
center of the bar, pushes the electrons towards the edge.
produces aEeff3B-drift current11 pointing in the same direc
tion as the diamagnetic-drift current. However, for electro
located further away from the edgesEeff changes direction. It
pushes the electrons away from the edge towards the ce
of the bar, and produces aEeff3B drift j b , proportional11 to
¹Veff(x)52Eeff that points in thepositive ~negative! y di-
rection at the left~right! edge. In most of the outer-edg
region, theEeff3B drift is comparable to the diamagnetic
drift whereas in the inner-edge region theEeff3B drift domi-
nates. As for the bulk zone,¹n(x) and¹Veff(x) are almost
zero and so isj b . If we define the average drift velocitie
carried by the outer-left-edge, inner-left-edge, inner-rig
edge, and outer-right-edge currents as2vout

l , v in
l , 2v in

r , and
vout

r , respectively, with corresponding average electron d
sitiesnout

l , nin
l , nin

r , andnout
r , the total current density is

I i;nout
r vout

r 2nout
l vout

l 1nin
l v in

l 2nin
r v in

r . ~15!

When no current is driven (I drive50), we havenout
r 5nout

l ,
nin

r 5nin
l , vout

r 5vout
l , v in

r 5v in
l , or, in other words, the curren

density on the left edge balances out that on the right e
and thusI i50. WhenI drive is switched on (dkÞ0), Enk

b and
gn

b(k) change. This affects the drag electrons in two wa
First, on the average there are more electrons atx.0 than at
x,0 due tofb(x), i.e.,nin

r 1nout
r .nin

l 1nout
l and this leads to

an imbalance ofj b . Second, the inner-edge zone, shown
Fig. 2, expands into the bulk zone due to the change
gn

b(k). The resulting totalI drag is parallel to I drive for n
50.5. As n increases, the inner-edge zone expands furt

FIG. 5. Equilibrium ~solid curves! and nonequilibrium~dotted
curves! densities and current densities, as a function ofx, and non-
equilibrium weight function~crosses! as a function ofk for nmax

51, n50.8.
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due to the increase ofgn
b(k) in the bulk zone~the guiding-

center coordinate is proportional tok), as contrasting Fig. 2
with Fig. 5 shows; there is an increase in bothnin

l and nin
r

with nin
l ,nin

r and thusI drag decreases forn integer.
As n approaches an integer,gn

b(k)→1 in the bulk is the
same as that in the edge zones and there is no bulk act
contributing to the drag current. However, the eigenvalu
Enk

b , shown in Fig. 6, withn5nmax near klc59 and n
5nmax11 nearklc57, are degenerate. Now the electro
prefer to occupy the inner-edge zone, lower-energy si
with nmax11 and 4.8,uk2l cu,7.6, rather than the outer
edge zone, higher-energy sites, withnmax and uk1l cu.8.8.
This results in the current density shown in Fig. 7. Since
drag current is the total induced current minus the class
^E&3B drift, we view these empty states as holes in t
nmaxth LL responsible forI drag. These holes are responsib

FIG. 7. Bottom-left scales: Equilibrium~solid curves! and non-
equilibrium ~dotted curves! current densities as a function ofx for
nmax51, n51. Top-right scales: The drag voltageDVdrag ~crosses!
as a function ofn with nmax51 andI drive.0.08mA.

FIG. 6. Nonequilibrium LL energies as a function ofk for
nmax51, n51. The dashed line is the chemical potential.
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for the outer-edge currents. Since there are more holes a
left edge than at the right edge and holes are moving op
site to the outer-edge electrons of the drive layer, the indu
current flows opposite to that due to electrons. On the o
hand, electrons in the inner-edge zones of thenmax11 LL
have a total current in the same direction as that due to
holes. When the sum of these two currents exceeds that
to electrons in the bulknmaxth LL, the total currentI drag,
calculated by integratingj b(x) over the Hall bar, flows op-
posite toI drive in contrast with theB50 case, where it flows
in the direction ofI drive for two electron layers. Accordingly
the drag voltage, shown on the right axis of Fig. 5, chan
sign whenn approaches 1 and has a minimum in the vicin
of n51. This change of sign occurs also inI drag, when al-
lowed to flow, as Eq.~12! shows.

The predictednegativeCoulomb drag can best be teste
in an open-circuit configuration, i.e., by measuring the vo
age difference along the bar to avoid the effect of scatte
in the drag layer. A transient measurement should be c
ducted to resolve the classical^E&3B-drift induced voltage
from the momentum-transfer inducedDVdrag since the re-
sponse time of the classical drift is far shorter than that
DVdrag. An overshoot of the measured voltage would sig
the negativeCoulomb drag.

Finally, we notice that the induced drag, forn integer or
half-integer, is approximatelytwo to three orders of magni
tude largerthan that at zero fieldB. This is due to the fact
the B50 states condense into LL’s whenBÞ0 and agrees
with the results of Ref. 4.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown, within a self-consistent Hartree appro
mation, that the current density in Coulomb-couplednarrow
Hall bars has different current zones that change with fill
factor n. In addition to the zero-field momentum-transf
current I drag, the Hall voltage developed in the drive lay
gives rise to a classical̂E&3B-drift current I es when the
circuit is closed. Asn increases from 0.5 towards 1,I drag or
e
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DVdrag decreases and, whenn→1, it changes sign. This
change occurs because electrons make energetically fa
ablenear-edge inter-LL transitions. We expect that the val-
ues ofn where the drag changes sign depend only weakly
the initial confining potential. In the present study we to
the latter square well in the form and evaluated the resul
potential self-consistently. Another choice would be an i
tially parabolic potential, but the results would be qualit
tively the same.

It is evident that the above negative drag is neither due
a thermal gradient8 nor due to the conventional electron-ho
coupling since we are dealing with electron layers. Als
since we have neglected tunneling between the layers, it
not be identified with the observed negative drag of Ref.
As we suggested in Sec. IV, it could be tested with tim
dependent measurements.

Finally, it should be noted that since we considered
applied current in the drive layer in the presence of scat
ing, i.e., a clearlynonequilibriumcase, the resulting drag is
dissipativeone and not thenondissipative equilibriumdrag
of Ref. 3. It is a result of the broadening of the Landau lev
introduced by scattering coupled with the nonequilibrium
fect as is evident from Eq.(6), in which the occupation is
determined self-consistently. The scattering is embodied
gn(k). If we were to treat this system as a nondissipat
one,gn(k) would be 1 and thusI drag50. As for the use ofdk
in the Fermi function, to account for the nonequilibrium di
tribution function, it should be said that it was made, in t
spirit of Ref. 9, in order to simplify the heavily involved
self-consistent calculations. A thorough treatment wo
have to determine the distribution function from the Bolt
mann equation.
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